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A Railroad Wins Friends:
The Chicago & North Western
and the Little Fellow

H. ROGER GRANT

One of the most irresistible human-interest stories in the
annals of American railroading involves William F. ("Big Bill")
Chambers (1870-1931) and the Little Fellow (ca. 1874-1888). The
former worked as a trainman for the Chicago & North Western
Railway in South Dakota, and the latter, an unidentified lad,
briefly lived with his parents in a bunk car in the vicinity of
Watertown, South Dakota, during the late 1880s. Yet, their story
is much more than the relationship between a man and a boy, for
eventually the railroad itself used the tale to enhance its corporate image.
In the 1880s, the Chicago & North Western (C&NW), under the
masterful leadership of Marvin Hughitt, emerged as a premier
midwestern railroad system. Its network of four thousand miles
of steel rail stretched from Chicago and northern Illinois into
Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, and the territories of Wyoming and Dakota. By 1890, the newly created state
of South Dakota boasted more than eight hundred miles of
C&NW trackage. With its principal artery extending from
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Winona, Minnesota, through Brookings and Huron to Pierre, the
company laced together large sections of the eastern half of the
state,'
One of the North Western's important Dakota branch lines connected Watertown and Redfield. Built by the Dakota Central
Railway, a wholly owned subsidiary, the seventy-one mile line
opened in 1882. Although this new route could handle both
freight and passenger trains traveling at moderate speeds, the
ride was rough, especially after spring thaws and heavy rains.
Unpleasant traveling conditions occurred because the contractors had used little, if any, rock on the roadbed, and the light rails
and crossties rested directly on a dirt grade. During 1887 and
1888, the North Western sought to improve the line, employing
an "extra gang" to raise the track and install gravel ballast. It
was during this rehabilitation that Big Bill Chambers met a
young boy later known as the Little Fellow.^
While details about the youngster's background are tantalizingly obscure, a few facts are known. About fourteen years old,
he lived with his parents in an ever-moving work train. His
mother and father cooked for the laborers, preparing and serving
meals in a makeshift dining car, with the Little Fellow probably
helping them in various ways. Later on, some railroad workers
questioned whether the man and woman were the lad's natural
parents. For one thing, they recalled that the boy's complexion
appeared "Nordic-like," while his parents had a swarthy look.
These two cooks may well have been Italian or Sicilian; indeed, at
that time, a growing number of railroad laborers hailed from
southern Europe. And, too, couples a century ago commonly
"took in" orphans and other dependent children; thousands of
youngsters were actually, if not legally, adopted every year. So

1. Not until 1906-1907 did the C&NW push westward from Pierre to connect
with its Black Hills trackage, which entered South Dakota from northwestern Nebraska. The principal, although badly flawed, history of the Chicago & North Western Railway Company is Robert J. Casey and W. A. S. Douglas. Pioneer Railroad:
The Story of the Chicago and North Westem System (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1948). For a synopsis of the career of Marvin Hughitt (1837-1928), see pp. 135-39. An
appendix listing C&NW lines, mileages, and dates of construction appears on pp.
309-15.
2. H. B. Merritt, C&NW traveling agent, Huron. S.Dak., to E. J. Carland,
C&NW freight and passenger agent, Winona, Minn., 7 Oct. 1939, Chicago & North
Western Transportation Company Papers, Chicago. IU. (hereafter cited as
C&NWTCo Papers).
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the possibility of an Italian couple who lived with a boy of Scandinavian heritage on the rails in Dakota was good.^
3. Ibid.; Michael Grossberg, Governing the Hearth: Law and the Family in
Nineteenth-Century Ameiica (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1985), p. 272.
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The Little Fellow must have been lonely for other children, but
he lived in an adult world. His family's lifestyle severely limited
his opportunities for attending school and making friends his own
age. The Little Fellow did, however, develop ties with at least
one acquaintance, the gregarious Big Bill. Chambers worked as a
brakeman on the trains that hauled ballast, and "it was in this
manner that he became acquainted with the boy."* The age gap
between Big Bill and the Little Fellow, though, was not exceedingly great. The former was about eighteen, only four or five
years older than the latter. Still, one expects to find some differences in attitudes and interests between a male who is about to
reach maturity and one who has just entered adolescence. Chambers may have been one of the few individuals in the boy's world
who was near his own age. Conceivably, there could also have
been a religious bond. Big Bill was a devout Roman Catholic, and
the likelihood of the boy sharing the same religious perspective is
strong. Since the late 1880s witnessed an enormous rise of "antiRomanism," this phenomenon could well have drawn them together.^
The friendship, based upon whatever reasons, lasted only a few
months. The younger boy contracted smallpox and died in August
of 1888. His funeral, if one was held at all, probably took place in
front of the bunk car, which on that summer day stood about oneand-three-fourths miles west of Elrod, a hamlet located in eastern
Clark County, In 1939, H. B. Merritt, a traveling agent for the
C&NW, conducted extensive interviews about the boy's life (he
chatted, for example, with Lydia Chambers, Big Bill's sister) and
reported to railroad officials: "There being only the horse and
buggy means of transportation, Watertown and Redfield being
the only towns of any size where undertaker services could be obtained, the parents found it financially impossible to give the boy
a proper burial." But the resourceful carpenters of the "extra
gang" produced a coffin fashioned out of heavy planks. At the
time of interment, Merritt reported, "the parents of this boy intimated that when they reached Redfield with this extra gang that
it was their intention to go back and remove the boy's body and
4. Merritt to Carland, 7 Oct. 1939, C&NWTCo Papers.
5. Ibid. A remote possibility involves a homosexual relationship. Railroading
was carried on in an almost exclusively male environment, and while prostitutes
frequented terminal and shops communities, non heterosexual activities were com-
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give it burial back East from whence they came." Concluded Merritt, "Upon reaching Redfield with the extra gang both of the parents disappeared."'
While the parents had abandoned the boy's body, Big Bill did
not. Beginning on Decoration Day 1889, and for the next forty
years, he brought flowers to the grave and maintained the site. It
may have been at his insistence that section men placed a rough,
grey granite stone as a permanent marker (an engraved tombstone would join it in 1968). This remarkable dedication to the
boy's memory went mostly unnoticed, except by Chambers's family and fellow railroad workers. They may not have thought it
strange, for Big Bill regularly displayed an extraordinary compassion for others. He was instrumental, for instance, in sending
a crippled girl from his hometown of Redfield to the Mayo Clinic
in Rochester, Minnesota, where she received much-needed and
highly beneficial surgery.'' At the time of Big Bill's own funeral, a
Watertown newspaper noted, "For the first time in the history of
Spink county every business house and office in Redfield was
closed out of respect to his memory."*
Not long before his death. Chambers asked Martin Redmond,
conductor on the Redfield-Watertown-Tracy, Minnesota, passenger train, to continue to do "something special" on Decoration
Day. Redmond agreed, and after Chambers died on 8 April 1931,
the conductor began the practice of stopping the train at the
grave on 30 May and conducting a modest service. Now, too, the
section foreman kept watch over the site and gave it loving attention in late May.'
The annual stopping of passenger train No. 106 eventually attracted the attention of Chicago & North Western officials, who
saw in this remarkable happening an opportunity to enhance the
road's image. The company, like other powerful carriers, had long
been a source of public concern. During the Populist and Progressive eras (roughly 1885 to 1920), the popular attitude toward the
industry had been particularly negative. Shippers and passengers commonly blasted carriers for what they alleged to be acts
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid.; Sioux Falls Argus Leader, 26 May 1985; Watertown Public Opinion, 9
Apr. 1931.
8. Watertown Public Opinion., 17 Apr. 1931.
9. Ibid.; The Grave in the Right of Way (pamphlet, n.p., n.d.), C&NWTCo
Papers.
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A work train on the Redfield-Watertown-Tracy, Minnesota, line passes the
grave of the Little Fellow, where passenger train conductors began holding
Memorial Day ceremonies after William F. /"Big Bill"! Chambers died in 1931.

of corporate arrogance. High and arbitrary rates, inadequate
equipment and service, and congested terminals and dirty depots
troubled many. Not surprisingly, this consumer unrest produced
a host of reforms, which ranged from creation of the Interstate
Commerce Commission in 1887 to tough state and local statutes,
especially in the Middle West and Far West. In the 1920s, however, railroads lost much of their octopus-like image. Americans
took a much more probusiness stance, and they enjoyed real
transportation options: the automobile, bus, and motor truck all
competed successfully with the railroad. The stock market crash
of 1929 and the subsequent Great Depression, though, rekindled
the fires of anticorporate feeling. Unlike earlier times, railroads
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Chicago & North Western conductor Ben Rhode of Rochester,
Minnesota, places a wreath on the grave of the Little Fellow in
1947 as engineer Frank L. Carpenter of Tracy, Minnesota, and
baggageman R. O. McCleery of Waseca, Minnesota, look on.

(as well as other concerns) could now turn to new public-relations
specialists to assist in their defense-^°
By the late 1930s, the Chicago & North Western was not feeling the sting of a hostile public, but the railroad was not immune
to charges of tax-dodging, poor service, and the like. The company at this time was hardly a "money machine"; it was in receivership, also a victim of hard times. Still, the C&NW's ever10. For in-depth examinations of the relationship between politics, economics,
and the railroad industry, see Gabriel Kolko. Railroads and Regulation, 1877-1916
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press. 1965) and Albro Martin, Enterprise
Denied: OrigiTis of the Decline of American Railroads, 1897-1917 {New York: Columbia University Press, 1971).
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alert public-relations officers continually sought to improve the
road's reputation. They had experienced a major triumph by successfully ballyhooing the fast "400" passenger service. These
smart trains, which first ran between Chicago and Saint Paul on 2
January 1935 (approximately four hundred miles in four hundred
minutes) and later appeared on other parts of the 9,300-mile system, won considerable popular approval. The public-relations
people also strove to depict the railroad as a caring corporation.
They continually glorified the heroism of an alert farm girl named
Kate Shelley who, during a blinding rainstorm in central Iowa in
July 1881, risked her life to warn an approaching passenger train
of a washed-out bridge. Tbe C&NW honored Shelley with a depot
agent's job and, in time, by naming both a 184-foot-high doubletrack trestle near Boone, Iowa, and a "400" passenger train in her
memory."
Two Dakotans, however, would soon rival Iowan Kate Shelley.
In mid-1939, an unexpected letter and enclosed newspaper clipping arrived at the railroad's public-relations department in Chicago. This serendipitous communication sparked the C&NW's interest in the story of the Little Fellow and Big Bill. Margie Small
of Gettysburg, South Dakota, wrote, in part: "You are probably
as surprised to get this as I am to be sending it. ÂU 'old timers'
here remember jolly, kindly 'Big Bill' Chambers. A corporation
like the C. and N. W. probably has no time for sentiment but I
thought you might like to see this [clipping] anyway."'^ The article she enclosed had appeared in an Aberdeen newspaper on 28
July 1939.
Small had clipped a column entitled "The Soap Box," in which
Aberdeen Evening News commentator John A. Bailey ("JAB") offered a strikingly different, albeit touching, version of the Little
Fellow and Big Bill story. The boy, according to Bailey, was the
son of impoverished homesteaders, and Chambers worked as a
conductor on a "limited" passenger train. Bailey painted a melancholy picture:
In the background a lonely claim shack.
A little boy stood on the right-of-way watching the train go by —a
thrilling experience in his isolated life. The conductor waved back.

11. Casey and Douglas, Pioneer Railroad, pp. 256-57; Jim Scribbins, The 400
Story (Park Forest, 111.: PTJ Publishing, 1982), pp. 9-36; Edward H. Meyers, "The
Girl They Stopped the Trains For," Trains 17 (Oct. 1957):43-48.
12. Margie SmaU to C&NW Ry., n.d., C&NWTCo Papers.
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And so it went on for two years. Each morning as the train wound its
way eastward there was a silent salute.
Until—.
One day the familiar figure was missing. For a whole week it was missing.
But on the spot where the lad had stood there was a strange brown
blot on the prairie sod.
An investigation revealed it to be a newly made grave —the grave of
the unknown boy. His last request was that he be buried "where the train
went by and the man waved." . . .
, . . But for 40 years thereafter the conductor halted his train on
Memorial day — to tender a tribute of flowers. Each day he waved a silent
arm, but no response.
Four years ago the conductor died. His daughter now makes an annual
pilgrimage to the gTave, Trains still wind past the grassy mound, but it
means nothing to those (who] travel that way now.
All of which leads us to believe that the Chicago and Northwestern
[aic\ should go one step farther—take up where its conductor left off.'^

The C&NW did just that. I. F. ("Jake") Irmiter, the company's
assistant advertising manager, wrote warmly to thank Bailey:
"You have paid a genuine and poignant tribute to a little boy, a
man, and a railroad, and stirred up a sentiment which I do not
believe will go unheeded."^* He then asked several company employees in the region to seek out the details. This request yielded
various responses, including a superb and comprehensive report
by Traveling Agent Merritt of Huron.'^ However, Irmiter's departure from the railroad in 1940, the advent of World War II, the
road's financial reorganization, and other pressing matters
delayed immediate action.
The Chicago & North Western, nevertheless, would return
shortly to the Little Fellow. In August 1942, Francis V, ("Frank")
Koval, who had assumed Irmiter's duties, discovered the story,
Koval was not an old-time railroader but a trained and experienced journalist. A graduate of the University of Illinois and a
former employee of a Chicago advertising agency, he possessed
the necessary skills to promote the tale once he had sensed its
value. Koval asked E. J. Carland, the division freight and passenger agent in Winona who had earlier assisted Irmiter, for updated information.'^ From a reply that arrived on his desk one

13. Aberdeen Evening News, 28 July 1939.
14. Irmiter to J. A. B., 8 Aug. 1939. C&NWTCo Papers.
15. Merritt to Carland, 7 Oct. 1939, C&NWTCo Papers.
16. Telephone interview with Francis V. ("Frank") Koval, Sarasota, Fla., 5 Mar.
1986; interview with Koval, Wheaton, IU., 6 Sept. 1986; Koval to Carland, 28 Aug.
1942, C&NWTCo Papers.
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week later, Koval learned that the custom of remembering the
Little Fellow had continued: "Miss Lydia Chambers sends a plant
prior to each Decoration Day to our Agent at Henry [South Dakota], where it is turned over to Section Foreman Hummell, who
places same on grave.'* Carland added that "one daughter [of Big

In this ly^tí photograph. Big Bill's sojtrin-law, Vince Ford
(kneelingf, poses at the grave of the Little Fellow with crew
members of the westbound Chicago & North Westem motor train.

Bill's], Mrs. Vince Ford, wife of Conductor Ford,.., prior to Decoration Day each year sends a bouquet of flowers by the Engineer
of train No. 106, which train is stopped at the grave and flowers
are left."''
17. Carland to Koval, 5 Sept. 1942, C&NWTCo Papers.
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Frank Koval liked the story. The fact that the Dakota lad's
name had somehow been forgotten appealed to him. He then
coined the phrase "little fellow" for the previously used "little
boy" or "unknown lad." As he recently reminisced, "Calling it the
grave of the 'little fellow' I thought gave it just the right touch."'*
Koval soon distributed a press release, based largely on the growing correspondence surrounding the story. While he was unsuccessful in an attempt to interest Reader's Digest in the tale, he
continued to seek the widest possible audience."
Immediately after World War II, Koval launched an all-out
blitz, bombarding wire services, major metropolitan dailies, radio
stations, and popular magazines. Overall, he scored some impressive results. In 1946 and 1947, Acme, Associated Press Newsfeatures. Associated Press Picture Service, International News Pictures, and United Press all used Koval's press releases or
excerpts from them. Similarly, the Chicago Daily News, Chicago
Herald-AmericaTi, Milwaukee News-Sentinel, Minneapolis Star
Journal and more than a score of other large-circulation newspapers featured the Little Fellow. They often repeated the story
on Memorial Day, using annually updated releases in which Koval
reminded the public that C&NW President Rowland L, ("Bud")
Williams had sent his yearly floral bouquet to decorate the grave.
Moreover, several radio stations, including WGN in Chicago,
WFDF in Flint, Michigan, and WNAX in Yankton, South Dakota,
broadcast special reports on Memorial Day, a traditionally slow
day for news, Koval also directed the story to less "highbrow"
magazines, logically eschewing ^í/aníic Monthly, Harper's Magazine, New Yorker, and similar publications. Although Reader's
Digest remained unreceptive, as did Saturday Evening Post and
True, he received acceptances from American Weekly, Coronet,
Liberty, and Look.^°
By this time, the story of the Little Fellow and Big Bill was
nearly as much fiction as fact. Although Koval wisely followed
Merritt's report, other C&NW writers fell for the more compelling "Soap Box" version. The July 1946 issue of the company's
North Western Newsliner described the lad as "then 10, with
light, wind-blown hair [whoj first moved with his parents into the
tar paper shack that stood back just away from the present
18. Koval to author, 27 Mar. 1986.
19. Little Fellow file, C&NWTCo Papers.
20. Ibid.; Koval to author, 27 Mar. 1986.
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Beginning

in the late 19M)s, JÍÍ. ..! , r .• ntum

transformed the Little Fellow story into a legend.

shrine."^' Others freely altered the copy, usually preferring to
make the Little Fellow into the son of impoverished homesteaders rather than work-train cooks. One WGN radio broadcast is a
marvelous example of this distortion:
Agreat passenger train —the old »106 of the Chicago and North Western
Line, stopped today on a lonely prairie south[west] of Elrod, S.D. The
conductor, V. J. Ford, stepped from the coach, walked over to an embankment, and placed a wreatn of flowers on a little mound marked by a simple stone cross. The curious passengers had no way of knowing the ceremony had been repeated every Memorial Day for over half a
century.... For two years the little boy stood on top of the embankment
every day, with the wind ruffling his hair, and waved at the conductor as
the train pas.sed by. One day as Chambers passed by and looked out for
his salute, he saw only prairie flowers waving back from the embankment. A week passed, rinally Chambers stopped the great train and
walked to a nearby weather-beaten shack. It was empty, but near the
spot where the little boy used to stand, he saw a small mound. Later he
21. "Rendezvous on the Prairie," North Westem Newsliner 1, no. 9 (July 1946):9.
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heard that the boy's last request had been — "Please, Mommie, bury me
out there where the man waves to me from the train.""

By 1950, no one at the C&NW probably cared too much about
which version was used. In fact, the company's interest in the
now well-established legend flagged. Early that year, the railroad
won regulatory approval to end passenger runs between Redfield
and Tracy (a clanky motor train had plied these rails since the
1930s). Nevertheless, annual ceremonies at the grave continued,
with the Rotary Club from nearby Clark filling the void. This
service organization later assumed responsibility for maintaining
the site as well, for the C&NW abandoned its Clark-toWatertown trackage in March
22. Little Fellow file, C&NWTCo Papers.
23. Ibid.; Helen Rezatto, "The Tradition That Began with a Promise," North
Plains Today 3, no. 5 (May 1971):A-C, inserted in Dakota Farmer, May 1971; Clark
County Courier, 24 May 1951; Chicago and North Westem News, June 1971; J. A.
Zito to F. V. Koval, 17 Apr. 1970. C&NWTCo Papers; Joseph P. Marren to author,
5 Nov. 1985.

The ceremony held at the Little Fellow's grave on 27 May 1970
incltided grade-school children from Clark and Garden City, South Dakota.
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The dedication of Big Bill Chambers and others to the memory
of the Little Fellow is touching. The story itself nicely demonstrates the acts of compassion that railroaders have frequently
shown. Remarked one retired worker, "[This is a] moving story
and shows we railroad men are not all hard hearted."" Most such
incidents have gone unnoticed or have gotten scant attention.
One example, contemporary with that of the Little Fellow, came
from Huron, and it found only passing mention in the local press:
"A man was riding in a [boxjcar of . , . the Chicago & Northwestern Railway Co. While borrowing that ride, he was killed by the
lumber in the car falling upon and suffocating him
When the
division superintendent [in Huron]... heard of the death, he directed the employe[e]s to remove the body from the car, purchase
a complete burial outfit — clothing [and] casket box —decently
prepare the body for burial and send it to the family of the de24. Dan N. Knight to author, 27 Dec. 1985.

Today, the grave of the Little Fellow stands beside
the abandoned Chicago & North Westem right-of-way.
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ceased.... All this he did, and then —the "soulless corporation"
paid all the bills for what it had done."^^
The Chicago & North Western, or, more accurately, Frank
Koval, recognized the significance of the Little Fellow story and
turned it into a public-relations coup of some renown. The company's interest centered not so much on honoring a few thoughtful employees as on projecting the idea that the C&NW was a corporation made up of human beings who truly cared about people.
A 1946 letter from Pfc. Arnold Whitehead must surely have
pleased the railroad's top brass: "Many of the boys here at Camp
[Hood, Texas,] have read the grand little story in the back of last
month's Coronet concerning the annual stop made by 'Old 106'.
. . . It's things like that which enable us to keep faith in America
and big business."^* Unquestionably, promotion of the Little Fellow story made friends for the Chicago & North Western.
25. Daily Huronite, 26 May 1887.
26. G. Arnold Wbitehead to Chicago & North Western RR, 13 Jan. 1946,
C&NWTCo Papers.
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